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INTRODUCTION:

Radiotherapy is an important modality in the management of cancer treatment All patients 

receiving external radiotherapy are at potential risk of developing radiation toxicities within the 

treatment field but there was inconsistency in side effects recording due to the the free text 

format and there was no standard in  side effects management as each Oncologists had their 

own preferred methods. Hence, it is crucial to introduce a standard for scoring and managing 

radiotherapy side effects for consistent and accurate analysis of the radiation toxicities. 

METHODS:

National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (version 4.03) in

ARIA® OIS and side effects management guidelines which have been reviewed and

approved by Clinical Oncologists were used and all curative radiotherapy patients with

radiotherapy of more than 10 fractions were assessed by Radiation Oncology nurses on

every Fridays. Each of these patients had electronic toxicity grading recorded.

RESULT:

With the introduction of the grade and electronic medical record (EMR) based radiotherapy

toxicity recording system resulted in improvement in documentation of toxicity

and patients’ side effect management. In the 6 months after grade and EMR based

implementation, 70% toxicity grading was recorded. A total of 4 episodes of high-grade

toxicity were identified during this period. This type of data also provided us with a range of

expected toxicity for our patient population.

DISCUSSION:

The introduction of the grade and EMR based radiotherapy toxicity recording system resulted

in improvement in documentation of toxicity and patients’ side effect management.

CONCLUSION:

An EMR based radiotherapy toxicity recording practice enables consistent, timely and

accurate of the treatment toxicity documentation and approved grade based side effect

management guidelines enables radiation oncology nurses to manage radiotherapy patients

with Clinical Oncologist acceptance which is important to improve quality of life for patients.
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